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Abstract

Previous studies have reported the efficacy of baclofen in the treatment of
Gastroesophageal Reflux Diseases (GERD). The objective of present study is to evaluate
the effect of co-administration of omeprazole 20 mg/d plus sustained Release baclofen
(SR baclofen) vs. omeprazole 20 mg/d plus placebo on alleviation of symptoms in
patients with a diagnosis of GERD. A prospective, double blind, placebo controlled trial
included 60 patients with diagnosis of GERD have been done. Patients were randomly
selected to receive either SR baclofen or a placebo in addition to omeprazole 20 mg/d
for a period of 2 weeks. Patients were questioned regarding heartburn, regurgitation,
chest pain and hoarseness at the base line and after 2 weeks. All patients tolerated the
medications and no patients failed to complete the study due to adverse drug reactions.
A total of 53 patients completed the study, 25 in SR baclofen and 28 in placebo group.
After 2 weeks, 1 patient (4%) in SR baclofen group reported heartburn and regurgitation.
However 13(46.4%) and 15 (53.6%) of patients in the placebo group had heartburn
and regurgitation respectively. The analysis of the data shows that there is a significant
difference between the two groups in heartburn and regurgitation (p < 0.0001, p <
0.0001 respectively). Statistical analysis revealed a significant difference in two groups
regarding total GERD score (p <0.0001). The results of the present study suggest that
a combination of SR baclofen and omeprazole may be a more effective treatment for
heartburn and regurgitation than omeprazole alone.
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Introduction
The passage of gastric contents into the
oesophagus is a normal physiologic phenomenon.
Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) is
defined as a condition that develops when the
reflux of stomach content into the oesophagus
causes troublesome symptoms or complications
(1). Although mortality associated with GERD
is rare, it has direct impact on the quality of
life (QoL). GERD patients report a lower QoL
than healthy individuals, especially in those
with nighttime GERD (2). Shaker et al. have
reported that 78% of GERD patients presented
with nocturnal symptoms and 63% of those
patients reported that sleep was negatively
affected (3). GERD-related impairment of
QoL is known to be similar to the reduction
in QoL reported by patients with diabetes or
cancer (4).The true prevalence of GERD is
unknown because there is no gold standard
for diagnosis. The diagnosis of GERD is
made using some combination of symptom
presentation, objective testing with endoscopy,
ambulatory reflux monitoring, and response to
antisecretory agents (5).
In most cases, treatment for GERD involves
two important modalities: lifestyle changes and
pharmacologic intervention, primarily with acid
suppressing agents (6). In some cases, antireflux surgery or endoscopic therapies may be
considered (7). Proton pump inhibitors (PPIs)
are the current cornerstone of pharmacological
GERD treatment. PPIs require several days to
achieve maximum suppression of gastric acid,
which is a disadvantage if the drugs are needed
for intermittent or short-term use only when
symptoms occur. Another problem is that PPIs
only target the acid component, not the nonacid component that also contributes to reflux
(8, 9). It has been suggested that Gama Amino
Butyric Acid (GABA), a neurotransmitter, may
be implicated in transient, lower oesophageal
sphincter relaxations (TLESRs) (10). GABA is
a fast-acting inhibitory neurotransmitter in the
mammalian brain that affects different subtypes,
including GABA-A and GABA-B receptors
(11).
Previous studies have reported that treatment
of GERD with immediate release baclofen, a

GABA-B agonist, is effective. In two studies
that evaluated the effect of baclofen on TLESRs
in humans, results showed a reduction in the
rate of post prandial TLESRs and acid reflux
episodes per hour in healthy volunteers and in
patients with reflux oesophagitis (10, 12). In
another study Ciccaglione and Marzio evaluated
the effect of acute and chronic administration of
baclofen on 24-hour pH-metry and symptoms
in control subjects and in patients with GERD.
Results showed that baclofen reduces 24 hour
reflux and increases gastric pH in both GERD
patients and controls (13).
Because the half-life of baclofen is short
(between 4.5 and 6.8 hours) in healthy subjects
(14), it has been administered 3–4 times per
day in previous studies. This could be the
cause of observed low adherence of patients to
baclofen regimens. PPIs such as omeprazole
are usually the first choice in the treatment of
GERD (9), but they are sometimes insufficient
in reliving symptoms of GERD. The aim of
the present study is to evaluate the effect of coadministration of omeprazole 20 mg/d plus SR
baclofen vs. omeprazole 20 mg/d plus placebo
on alleviation of symptoms in patients with a
diagnosis of GERD.
Experimental
A double-blind, placebo-controlled study
design was employed and the proposal of the
study was approved by the ethical committee
of the Shahid Beheshti University of Medical
Sciences. Also, it was registered in Australian
New Zealand clinical trial registry site with
number ACTRN12613000910707. Between
March 2013 and December 2013, a clinical
trial was conducted on patients who referred
to the gastrointestinal clinic of Baqiyatallah
Hospital with a diagnosis of GERD. The
criteria for diagnosis of GERD were based
on symptoms and the use of the Persian
validated Mayo Gastroesophageal Reflux
Questionnaire (MGEQ). Mayo-GERQ is
one of the most widely used questionnaires
for primary diagnosis of GERD. It is selfadministered and consists of 80 questions
that measure symptoms during the prior year
and provide a total medical history regarding
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Figure 1. Flowchart of patients.

GERD. This questionnaire has been shown to
be reliable (median kappa: 0.70) on retest and
valid (median kappa, 0.62) in comparison to
physician interview (15). Nasei-Moghaddam
et al. have translated it into Persian and
validated it in a Persian population (16).
Informed consent was obtained from patients
with diagnosis of GERD who agreed to enroll
in the study after a thorough explanation of the
aims, risks, and benefits of this study.
Patients were excluded if they had acute
symptoms requiring endoscopy, evidence
of significant hepatic and/or renal diseases,
seizures, neurological disorders, or intolerance to
baclofen. Patients who were taking medications
which alter LES sphincter function were asked to
stop therapy one week prior to enrollment in this
study. All enrolled patients received omeprazole
20 mg/d. In addition, each patient randomly
received SR baclofen tablet (10 mg) twice daily
or a placebo. Patients were randomized using
a computer-generated scheme to receive either
placebo or SR baclofen tablet.
Patients were asked to take the medications
for 2 weeks and then return to the clinic for
follow up. Before treatment and at the end of
the two weeks, each patient was questioned

about GERD symptoms. Patients were asked
to report the presence of four symptoms,
including heartburn, acid regurgitation, chest
pain, and hoarseness. For each symptom, the
presence of that condition resulted in a score
of one, while absence of the symptom scored
zero. The total GERD score is defined as the
sum of the scores for all four symptoms. Data
were analyzed with SPSS-12 and a p-value
of less than 0.05 was considered statistically
significant.
Results
A total of 60 patients were enrolled in the
study. Seven patients were eliminated from
the study due to withdrawal of consent or
not reporting for follow up. The flow of the
participants through the study is shown in
Figure 1. A total of 53 patients completed the
study, 25 in the SR baclofen group and 28 in
the placebo group. Baseline characteristics
of the patients are shown in Table 1. The two
groups were comparable at baseline with respect
to demographic characteristics such as age,
sex, Body Mass Index (BMI), smoking habit,
and marital status. The two groups were also
similar in the percentage of existence of baseline
1223
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Table 1. Demographic and bseline GERD symptoms in studied patients.
Parameter

SR baclofen group
(n = 25)

Placebo group
(n = 28)

p-value

Age(years)

41.0 ± 14.5

36.8 ± 9.0

0.2

11 (44%)

13(46.4%)

0.86

2 (8%)

2 (7.1%)

0.9

Married patients (%)

23(92%)

25 (89.3%)

0.73

BMI (kg/m2)

26 ± 4.0

25.5 ± 4.9

0.69

Male Gender (%)
Smokers (%)

Patients with Heartburn (%)

21(92%)

23(75%)

0.05

Patients with regurgitation (%)

19(76%)

23(82.1%)

0.84

Patients with Chest pain (%)

7(28%)

10(35.7%)

0.09

Patients with Hoarseness (%)

3(12%)

3(10.7%)

0.67

Total GERD score

2.1 ± 0.8

2.0 ± 0.8

0.71

normal individuals and in patients with GERD.
Unlike PPIs, which work by inhibiting acid
secretion, baclofen reduces reflux by inhibiting
transient relaxations of the LES, which are the
primary cause of reflux events (17).
Sampat et al. have reported that sustained
release baclofen are efficacious, convenient
and better tolerated alternative to immediate
release baclofen in patients with neurogenic
spasticity (18). There is not any report regarding
effect of SR baclofen on control of GERD in
the literature. The purpose of this study was to
compare the effect of a 2 week treatment with
SR baclofen plus omeprazole versus omeprazole
alone on GERD symptoms. Previous studies
have been done with immediate release baclofen,
but we have used SR baclofen, which requires
less frequent dosages, for patient convenience.
Because the effect of SR baclofen on GERD
symptoms was previously unknown, all patients
received omeprazole, one of the first line drugs
used for pharmacotherapy of GERD. There is
an overlap between symptoms of Non-ulcer
dyspepsia (NUD) and GERD (19), and we have
used a validated questionnaire to assure accurate

symptoms of GERD, including heartburn,
regurgitation, chest pain and hoarseness, and the
total GERD scores were not statistically different
in the two groups at baseline (p = 0.87).
After 2 weeks, the four symptoms of GERD
assessed again by questioning patients. Table 2
shows the number of patients with each symptom
and the total GERD scores. Analysis of the data
indicates a significant difference between the two
groups in the prevalence of heartburn
(p <
0.0001) and regurgitation (p < 0.0001), whereas
there is no significant difference in chest pain (p
= 0.35) or hoarseness (p = 0.93). The average
total GERD score was 1.1 ± 1.0 in the placebo
group versus 1.6 ± 0.8 in the SR baclofen group.
Statistical analysis revealed a significant
difference in total GERD score (p < 0.0001)
between the two groups. All patients tolerated the
medications and no patients failed to complete
the study due to adverse drug reactions.
Discussion
For the first time Lidums et al. have shown
that baclofen decreases reflux events and acid in
Table 2. GERD symptoms of patients after 2 weeks.
SR baclofen group
(n = 25)
1 (4%)

Placebo group
(n = 28)
13 (46.4%)

< 0.0001

Patients with regurgitation (%)

1 (4%)

15 (53.6%)

< 0.0001

Patients with Chest pain (%)

1 (4%)

3 (10.7%)

0.35

Patients with Hoarseness (%)

1 (4%)

1 (3.6%)

0.93

Patients with Heartburn (%)
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diagnosis of GERD (16). Also our study was
matched for demographic parameters such as
BMI and smoking habits between the two groups.
Elevated BMI and smoking are two risk factors
for development and aggravation of GERD
symptoms. The exact mechanism by which
elevated BMI causes reflux disease still remains
to be clearly defined, but several studies have
addressed the potential relationship between
GERD and elevated BMI (20). Smith et al. have
reported that cigarette smoking is known to
affect adversely the defense mechanisms against
reflux of acid gastric contents into the esophagus
(21). In addition, there was no significant
difference between the two groups with respect
to GERD symptoms at the baseline of the study.
Xu et al. have evaluated the efficacy and safety
of baclofen 20 mg trice daily in addition to
omeprazole 20 mg/d for treatment of refractory
GERD induced chronic cough unresponsive to
standard therapy. In their study, reflux symptoms
were scored by a Chinese version of GERD
diagnostic questionnaire. After 8 weeks, the
reflux symptoms score decreased significantly
from 8.0 ± 1.6 to 6.8 ± 0.8 (p = 0.023) (22). Like
our study, adverse effects were usually tolerable
and waned within 13- weeks in Xu et al. study.
As reported by Cossentino et al. (23),
our results suggest that, after two weeks, the
percentage of patients with regurgitation and
total GERD symptoms significantly decreased in
the SR baclofen plus omeprazole group versus
the group given omeprazole alone. Contrary to
our results, they did not see any change in the
percentage of heartburn in the baclofen group.
Some of the differences between our results
and those of Cossentino et al. are related to
different study design. They administered
immediate release baclofen or a placebo and
we administered omeprazole 20 mg/d in
addition in both groups. Ciccaglione et al. have
evaluated the effect of chronic administration of
immediate release baclofen, 10 mg four times
per day versus a placebo for control of GERD
symptoms. They reported that the intensity and
frequency of total symptoms, such as heartburn
and regurgitation, significantly improved after
treatment with baclofen in all patients, while
there was no change in total symptom scores with
a placebo (13). Drowsiness is the most important

adverse drug reaction associated with baclofen.
Both in our study and in that of Cossentino et
al. drowsiness did not limit baclofen use. It
seems that the side effects of baclofen are not
a limiting factor for its use in the treatment of
GERD. Also it seems that baclofen may be
effective in quality of life parameters. Orr et al.
have suggested that baclofen could therefore be
considered as a useful adjunct therapy to PPIs
in patients with nighttime heartburn and sleep
disturbance who continue to have heartburn and/
or sleep complaints despite PPI therapy (24). We
have not evaluated quality of life in our patients
and in future we recommend evaluation of
quality of life in patients receiving SR baclofen
for treatment of GERD.
Unlike the study of Cossentino et al., we have
not administered gastrointestinal procedures
such as pH-metery and oesophageal manometry.
This could be a limitation for interpretation of
results from our study. Cossentino et al. reported
that baclofen was associated with an important
decrease in the percentage of upright reflux
shown by 24-hour pH monitoring. Although we
did not do pH-metry or oesophageal manometry
in study subjects, these measurements should be
included in future research. Given the insufficient
response in some patients to PPI monotherapy,
the results of the present study suggest that a
combination of SR baclofen and omeprazole
may be a more effective treatment for heartburn
and regurgitation than omeprazole alone.
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